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1 Introduction

Let M, g) be a smooth Riemannian manifold of dimension n >- 4 with scalar curvature Rg and

Ricci curvature Ricg. In 1983, Paneitz 281 introduced in dimension four the following fourth

order operator

p = A2 - divg ( 2 Rg - Mcg) o d,
9 9 3

where divg denotes the divergence and d the de Rharn differential.

This operator enjoys the analogous covariance property as the Laplacian in dimension two:

under conformal change of metric e2ug we have

pm - e-4uP4
9 9

In [10], Branson generalized the Paneitz operator to n-dimensional Riemannian manifolds,

n > . Such an operator is related to the Paneitz operator in dimension four in the same way

the conformal Laplacian is related to the Laplacian in dimension two and is defined as:

p = A2 + n - Qn
g 9 - divg(anS99 + nRicg) o d 2 gi

where
an = (n 2) 4 bn = -4

2(n - 1)(n 2 n - 2

Qn A + n - n2 + 16 - 6s2 2 1 Ricg 12.
9 2(n - 1) 9 9 8(n - 12(n - 22 9 Fn 22

Under the conformal change of metric u4/(n-4)g, the conformal Paneitz operator enjoys the

covariance property:

= (n+4)/(n-4)pn(V)
P, (UV) § for all E C'(M),

and the closely related fourth order curvature invariant Q satisfies9

pn(U = n 4g Q-LiU(n+4)/(n-4) on M. (1. 1)
2 9

We call Qn the Paneitz curvature. For more details about the properties of the Paneitz operator,9

see for example [111, 121, 141, 15], 161, 171, [181 1, 24], 30].

A problem naturally arises when looking at equation (1.1): the problem of prescribing the

Paneitz curvature, that is, given a smooth function f M R, does there exist a metric 

conformally equivalent to g such that Q = f ? Rom equation (1.1), the problem is equivalent

to finding a smooth solution u of the equation

Pn(u = n 4
g 2 f U(n+4)/(n-4)' U > on M. (1.2)

The requirement about the positivity of u is necessary for the metric to be Riemannian.

Problem 1.2) is the analogue of the classical scalar curvature problem to which a wide range of
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activity has been devoted in the last decades (see for example the monograph [11 and references

therein). On the other hand to the author's knowledge, problem 1.2) has been studied in 7,

[81, 141, 201, 211 221, 231, 30] only.

In this paper, we are interested in the case where a noncompact group of conformal transfor-

mations acts on the equatioL so that Kazdan-Warner type conditions give rise to obstructions,

as in the scalar curvature poblem, see 1 and 31]. The simplest situation is the following:

let (S', g) be the standard sphere, n > , endowed with its standaxd metric. In this case our

problem is equivalent to finding a solution u of the equation

n+4
pU : A2U -- Au + du = Kun-4, U > on S', (1.3)

where = 1 (n 2 - 2n - 4 el = n-4n(n 2 - 4 and where K is a given function defined on S'.2 n 16

Our aim is to give sufficient conditions on K such that problem 1.3) admits a solution.

Our approach uses dynamical and topological methods involving the study of critical points at

infinity of the associated variational problem, see Bahri 2 Precisely, we extend the topological

tools introduced by Bahri 3] to the framework of such higher order equations. Our method relies

on the use of the invariant introduced by Bahri 3 which we extend to prove some existence

results for problem 1.3). To state our main results, we need to introduce the assumptions that

we will use and some notations.

(AjL) We assume that K is a positive C3-function on Sn and which has only nondegenerate

critical points yo7 .... y., with

K(yo = max if, -AK(yi > for i = 0, 1, -AK(yi < for i > 2

and index(K, y) n.

Let Z be a pseudo gradient f K of Morse-Smale type, that is, the intersections of the unstable

and stable manifolds of the critical points of K are transverse. We denote by (n - k) the Morse

index of yl and we set

= W., YI), (1-4)

where W.(yi) is the stable anifold of yl for Z. Let us define

B2(X) = f 1J.1 + a2j-2/ai 0, al + a2 = 1, xi E XI,

where J., denotes the Dirac niass at x. For a E S' and > let

n-4
P. 2

J(aA)(x = -. , 2 -4
2 2 (1 + \ cos d(x, a))) 22

where d is the geodesic distance on n' g) and on [(n - 4 n - 2)n(n + 2)](n-4)/8. After per-

forming a stereographic projection II with the point -a as pole, the function J(aA) is transformed

into
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n-4

fln A n-4 

(1 + A I y 2

which is a solution of the problem (see 25])

A2U n+4 n.
= Un-4, U > on R

We notice that problem 1.3) has a variational structure. The corresponding functional is

12n/(n-4) (4-n)/n
J(U) Klu (1.5)

(fsn

defined on the unit sphere E of H22(Sn) equipped with the norm:

U 11 2 = (U U, = PU U = I AU 12 Cn I VU 12 dn U2.
fSn fSn fSn fSn

We set = u E I u > and for A laxge enough, we introduce a map f\ : B2(X) --+ E,

defined by

(al6., + a26-2) ali(xiA) + 026(x2,A)

Jai �(xjA) + a2�(XZA)

Then, B2(X) and fA(B2(X)) axe manifolds in dimension 2k + 1, that is, their singulaxities arise

in dimension 2k - and lower, see 3 Recall that k satisfies k = n - index(K, yj) and therefore

the dimension of X is equal to k.

Let v be a tubulax neighborhood of X in Sn. We denote by v(y), for y E X, the fibre at y

of this tubulax neighborhood. For El > 0, Zl, Z2 E X such that zl O Z2 and -AK(zi > for

i = 1 2 we introduce the following set

2 �(zi+hjAj) + I v E H22(Sn) satisfies (Vo),
E n=4
i=1 K(z + hi 8

IV 1 I < El, Ai > 1 for i = 1 2 hi E v (zi) I hi 12 I h2 12 El1 11

where -U is defined in Lemma 23 (see below) and where (Vo) is the following conditions:

(Vo) (v, W),p = for i = 1 2 and every (1.6)

�Oi = 5aiAj) 9J(aj,,\,) laAi, 96(ajAj) /(-9ai)j, 1, ... , n,

for some system of coordinates (ai) 1, ... , (ai)n on Sn near a = zi + hi.

We also assume that

(A2) z and Z2 axe distinct of yo, or if one is yo, the other one is yi.

For > small, the boundaryar, (defined by 1v -;UJJ = El, or Al = -1, 1,

I hi 12 I h2 12= E 1) does not intersect J 1 Cc. (Zl, Z2) + ), where

2 1 4/n

C. (Zl, Z2) = Sn f(Z.)(n-4)/4 (1.7)
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We then set

Q = Q (zl, Z2)= ]P., nJ- 1 C,, (ZI, Z2) +

For el and small enough, C&I, Z2) is a closed Fredholm (noncompact) manifold without

boundary of codimension 2 2.

For A large enough, we define the intersection number (modulo 2 of W,,(fN(B2(X))) with

Q (Zl, Z2) denoted by

'r ( Zl, Z2 = W. f,\ (B2 (X))) C6 (ZI, Z2),

where W,, f,\ (B2 (X))) is the unstable manifold of f\ (B2 (X)) for a decreasing pseudogradient V

for J which is transverse to fB2(X)). Notice that the dimension of W,,(f\(B2(X))) is equal

to 2k 2 and the codimension Of C6(zl, Z2) is equal to 2k 2 Therefore, the number r(Zl, Z2)

is well defined (see 27]). Our main result is the following.

Theorem 1.1 Let n > 9. If -r(zi, Z2) = for a couple (Zl, Z2) E X2 satisfying (A2) and

-AK(zi > for i = 1 2 then 1.3) has a solution.

The aim of the next result is to give some conditions on the function K which allow us to

have zl, Z2 = for some couple (Zl, Z2) and thus, we obtain a solution for 1.3) by Theorem

1.1. Let ZI, Z2 E X be such that -AK(zi > 0. We choose v(zi) such that K(zi = maxv+(z,) K

and z is the unique critical oint of K on v(zi).

Theorem 12 Let n > 9 There exist positive constants Co, C such that, if, for two points zi

and Z2 of X, the following conditions hold:

1- W(ZI, Z2) = K(zl)+K(z2) < Co.
5RTY-1 T__ -

2. For some positive constant po,

n-6 1 VK(ai 12
W n-4 (al, a2) 1/2 (al, a2) JD2K(aj)j

,2 + _-2 + �� + W6 (al, a2) Po K(ai)2 K(aj)

1/3 ( ID3K(x) 1 2/3 C, -AK (ai)
+ W (al, 2) UP < K)n=4

B(_,,po) + SUP -8 K(aj)
R F 17

for each i = 1, 2, and fc r each (a,, a2) E v (Zl) X V (Z2) such that

C. (al, a2) C YI, Y) 

3. inf C00(al, a,-) c.(yi, yl),
-9(V+(Zl)XV+(Z2))

then 1.3) has a solution. Here co (a,, a2) (resp c yl, yl) is defined by 1.7) replacing (Zl, Z2)

by (al, a2) (reSP (Yl, Yl)))-
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The rest of the present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some preliminar-

ies, introduce some definitions and the notations needed in the proof of our results. In Section 3,

we set up the variational structure and we perform an expansion of the Euler functional associ-

ated to 1.3) and its gradient near the potential critical points at infinity. Then, we characterize

the critical points at infinity in Section 4 Lastly, Section is devoted to the proof of our results.

2 Preliminaries

Solutions of problem 1.3) correspond, up to some positive constant, to critical points of the

following functional defined on the unit sphere of H22(Sn by

n ) nn
J(U = (fSn Klul 24

The exponent 2n/(n - 4 is critical for the Sobolev embedding H22(Sn) Lq(S.). As this

embedding is not compact, the functional J does not satisfy the Palais-Smale condition and

therefore standard variational methods cannot be applied to find critical points of J. In order to

describe the sequences failing the Palais-Smale condition, we need to introduce some otations.

For p E N* and > we set

V(p, E) u E E I al,..., ap ESn 3Aj, ... ,AP > _ 3al, ... , ap > with

P n

u ai�(ajAj < < j J(U) n-4an-'K(ai)-i <vi

where
(Ai + A- A-A - (4-n)/2

Ei. - _ + = (1 - cos d(ai, aj))
Aj Ai 2

Let u; be a nondegenerate solution of 1.3). We also set

V(p, 6, W = Iu E El 3 ao > with (u - aow) E Vp, E) and lao j(u)n/8 < 

The faure of the Palais-Smale condition can be described, following the ideas introduced in

[13]7 26], 29], as follows:

Proposition 21 Let (uj) E E be a sequence such that VJ(uj) tends to zero and J(uj is

bounded. Then, there exist an integer p E N*, a sequence Ej > , Ej tends to zero, and an

extracted sequence of uj's, again denoted uj, such that uj E V(pEjw) where w is zero or a

solution of (1-3).

The following lernma defines a parametrization of the set V(p, E). It follows from the corre-

sponding statements in 3 and 4.
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Lemma 22 For any E N', there is > such that if E < E and E V(p, E), then the

following minimization problcm

P
min H u - ai�('i')'i) cei > 0, i > 0, a ESn

has a unique solution ceAo = ai,...,aP)Ai7 ... 7 Ap, a,, .... ap). In particular, we can te u

as follows:
P

u ai�(ai'Ai) +

wher v belongs to H22(Sn) and satisfies (V).

Next, we recall the follow.ng result which deals with the v-paxt of u.

n 8
Lemma 23 7] Assuming the -ij's are small enough and J(U) n-4 a n-

r 'K(ar) is close to for

i j and for r = i, j then t ere exists a unique � = Ua, a, A) which minimizes

ai�(ajAj + V with espect to v E E, = fv I vsatisfies (Vo) and 11 v II< El, where is

a fixed small positive constant depending only on p. Moreover, we have the following estimate

min 4 -4
2 n 4) 2n

11 F II< C E (log E- 1)min(n n+4)E Ai A? ijP + + Fi=1 i0i

Note that Lemma 22 extends to the more general situation where the sequence (uj) of ,

described in Proposition 21, lias a nonzero weak limit, a situation which might occur if K is the

Paneitz curvature (up to a positive constant) of a metric conformal to the s tandard metric g.

Notice that such a weak limit is a solution of 1.3). Denoting by u a nondegenerate solution of

(1.3), we then have the following lemma which follows from the corresponding statement in [3]-

Lemma 24 For any p E N*, there is Ep > such that if E < p and u E V(p, E, w), then the

following minimization problem

P
min u - Cei�(aiAi) eo(w + h) 1�1 a > 0, Ai > 0, a ESn, h E Tw(W,,(w))

has a unique solution (ceAah = aj,...,apAj, 111,Apai,...,aph)- Inparticular, we can wte

u as follows:
P

U = ai S(aw\i) + ao (w + h) + v,

wher v belongs to H22 Sn) n T. (W., w)) and satisfies (WO). Here T,,, (W. w)) and T (W, w))

denote the tangent spaces at w of the unstable and stable manifolds of w, and (WO) are the

following conditions:

(v, Wi) -p = for i = 1, ..., p and every

�Oi = �(a:,Aj i 9�(aiAi) /-9Ai, 66(ai,,\,) /,9(ai)j, 1, ... , n,

(WO) for som. , system of coordinates ai),,..., (ai)7, on Sn near ai,

(v, W) 0,

�v, hi) 0 Vhj E Tw(W,,,(w)).
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Now, following Bahri 31, we introduce the following definitions and notations.

Definition 25 A ritical point at infinity of J on is a limit of a flow-line u(s) of equation

'9u = -VJ(u) with initial data uo E E such that u(s) remains in V(p, E(s), w) for large s. Here

w, is zero or a solution of 1.3), p E N*, and -(s) is some function such that E(s) tends to zero

when the flow parameter s tends to oo. By Lemma 24, we can write such u(s as

P
U(S) Cei(sAai(.,),Ai(.,) + cro(s)(w + h(s)) + v(s).

Denoting ai = lim,,+,,. ai (s), we call (al , ... ap7 w)oo a critical point at infinity of J. If w 0,

(al, _.., ap, w)oo is called a mixed type of tical points at infinity of J.

In the sequel, we denote by A the set of w such that w, is a critical point or a critical point

at infinity of J in not containing yo in its description. We also denote by Aq the subset of

A such that the Morse index of the critical point (at infinity) is equal to q.

Definition 26 (A family of pseudogradients F A decreasing pseudogradient V for J is said

to belong to 17 if the following properties hold:

- the set of critical points at infinity of J on does not change if we take V instead of -VJ

in the definition 25,

- V is transverse to f(B2(X)),

- for any w E A, (yo, w),, is a critical point at infinity with the following property:

i ((YO, W) ", W = Vu; E A

i((YO, W)", W' = Vw E A, w w, index(w' = index(w)

i ((YO 7 W) . (O, W') 0" = (W, W') Vw E A, index(w' = index(w - .

Here and below i(W1, W2) denotes the intersection number for V of �01 and W2 (See 27] and [])

where �pj is any tical point or a critical point at infinity of J.

Definition 27 Given a decreasing pseudogradient V for J. We denote by w(s,.) the associated

fiow A critical point at infinity z is said to be dominated by fA (B2 (X) if

US>Ow(s, fA(B2(X))) n W.,(z.) 54 .

Neax the critical points at infinity, a Morse Lemma can be completed (see Proposition 44 and

(4.11) below) so that the usual Morse theory can be extended and the intersection can be

assumed to be transverse. Thus the above condition is equivalent to (see Proposition 724 and

Theorem 82 of [5])

us>oo(s, fA(B2(X))) n W., zo.) 0.

Definition 28 zoo is said to be dominated by another critical point at infinity z if

W. (z' ) n W. (z.) 0.
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If we assume that the intersection is transverse, then index(z' ) index(z,,, + 1.

Given W2k+l E A2k+l and V EY, we denote by

(YO, W2k+ 1) w Q (2.1)

the intersection number (modulo 2 of WXY0, W2k+l).) and C6.

In order to compute thi3 intersection number, one can perturb V (not necessarily in )

so as to bring W,((YO, W2k+�.)O, n Q to be transverse. This number is the same for all such

small perturbations (j ust as in degree theory). Notice that the dimension of W,, ((yo, W2k+ 1) .)

is equal to 2 k 2 and the coc.imension of Q5 is 2k 2 Then (YO, W2k+ 1) "". Q is also well defined,

because the closure Of Wu((VO, W2k+l)w) only adds to Wu((YO, W2k+l)w) the unstable manifolds

of critical points of index less than or equal to 2k + 1. These manifolds are then of dimension

2k + at most. Since the codimension of Q is equal to 2k 2 these manifolds can be assumed

to avoid C6.

Now, for W2k+l E A2k+1 wid V E F, we denote by

f,\i'B2(X))-W2k+1 = fx(B2(X))-W.(W2k+1) (2.2)

the intersection number of f,(B2(X)) and W(W2k+l)- We notice that the dimension of

f,\(B2(X)) is equal to 2k + 1 and the codimension Of W,(W2k+l) is equal to 2k + 1. Then, the

intersection number, defined..n 2.2) is well defined because V is transverse to f\(B2(X)) outside

f,\ (B (X)), which cannot dominate critical points of index 2k + 1. urthermore, W, (W2k+ 1) adds

to W. W2k+ 1) stable manifolcs of critical points of an index laxger than or equal to 2k 2 Since

f,\(B2(X)) is of dimension 21 + 1, these manifolds can be assumed to avoid it.

Lastly, we set for each V E F

I(V) - E ((YO, W2k+l). Cb) (f,\ (B2 (X)) -W2k+l) - (2.3)
W2k+lEA2A;+l

Notice that 23 was introduced by Bahri in 3 where he proved that I(V) is independent on

V E F. Namely, he showed in 31 that I(V = 0, for each V E for the scalar curvature problem

on S' with n > 7 We will pove that the same holds for the Paneitz curvature equation when

n > 9.

3 Expansion of the functional and its gradient

This section is devoted to a uE eful expansion of J and its gradient near a critical point at infinity.

In order to simplify the notations, in the remainder we write �i instead of First, we prove

the following result:
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Proposition 31 For > small and u ajS(aiAi) + ao(w + h) + v E Vp, E, W), the

following expansion holds

Sn E� 1 a + ajjwjj' C2(n 4) 2" 4AK(ai)J(U) Z= % 0 a ;�--4
2n 2- i

(Sn a n-4 n-4 IIWI12)-nn-4 W,3 A?
iK(aj) + ao

C E 1 2
Cei ajEi + - (Q 1 (V, V - A M) + ao M (h, h) + f2 (h))

70 qj > 1 IY0 IY0

+ T 112+0 Eij 2 IV112 + 11h
54j>1 i=1 i

211/(n-4) dx IX12j2n/(n-4)where cl =3n fR 11.12)(n+4)72 Y C2 fRn
n 2n (0,1)

Sn fR', j2n/(n-4), and where
(0,1)

2 n±4 P 8

Q1(V'V = 1VII - __ E jin-4 V 2+ Kwn 4V 2

n 4 i=1 fSn Jn

Q2(hh) = 1hl 12 _ n 4 K W8/(n-4)h 2,

n - 4 Sn

fj (v = 2,yo I K ( aji) (n+4)/(n-4) V,S'�
130
1 P (n+4)/(n-4)

f2 (h = - ai �j, h),p - f K aj�i h,

Geo ao0o S.
P

2n/(n-4 2n/(n-4) IIW112'
,30 = Sn( a )K(ai)) a 0

P

70 = Sn(E a� + a 211WI12.
0

Proof. We recall that we have v, w)-p = v, h),p = v, �j)p (w, h),p 0. We need to

estimate

N(u = IUI12 and D = fSn K(x) u n2-n4

We have

P P
N(u = Eajj�,112 + Ce2(1 IhI 12 I IWI 12) I IVI 12 E aaj (,, Sj) 2 ai ao (Si, w + h).

% 0 E
i=1 i0j i=1

Observe that

jj�,112 = Rn lAj,12 = Sn'

qi, �j) = (n+4)/(n-4) 6j cjEj + 0(67�(n-4) lg(E-1)),

fRn Ji '93 ij

W)- = ��n+4)/(n-4)W 0 (A �4-n)/2)

In % z
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Thus

21 12 IVI12N = -to + cl Eio, cliaj-,ij CIO hI + ao E a (�j, h) p (3.1)

P
+0 + T ij -

For the denominator, we write

P 2n 2n
-4 + Ce n-4 n-4

D K(J CA) 0 K(w + h)
i=l

2n P 2nao n+4+ K( + h))'v + K( n-4 (w + h)4 c0 + C'O(w n-4 n 4 ai So
n(n 4 P 8 V2 P

n-4 _+ E n-4* (n - 42 f K(E aik + ao(w + h)) 0 �j(w + h) n4

2( P IvIlmin(3, 2n

6i ;�-4min +0 (I n-4
* fSn ai': E aiSi, w + h)

Observe that

2n P 2nE 7E 4AK(ai)K( aiSi) n-,. a K(ai)Sn+ C2 (3.2)
A?

fSn i=l i=l

2n n+4+_ E n-4. ajK(ai)clEi + Ei +
n - 4 'V

i0i T

Using the fact that h belongE, to the tangent space at w, we derive that

2n 2n n+4 n(n 4 8 2
K(w + h)n-4 f Kwn-4 + - Kwn-4h+ Kwn-4h

In j Sn n - 4 fSn (n - 42 fs.

O(Ilhl Imin(3, 2n )

I W112 n(n 4 8 2 Imin(3, 2n
(n - 42 fSn Kwn 4h +O(Ilhl n-4 (3.3)

Since v E T(W,(w)) and h E: Tw(W,(w)), the linear form on v can be written as

P n+4 P n+4
fSn K(E aj� + a(w + h)) n-4 v fSn K(E aj�j) n-4 V

n+4 8n-4 E jin-4 n-4+ f K(ao(w + v+O jw + hjjV + f 3lw + hl 8 vI)
Sn

M+4 -+4
130 n--4 n-4 + n 4 n-4

= -fl(V) + ao Kw f Kw hv)
2-yo (f n-4

n (2, n±4
+ O(Ilvllllhllm' n-4

130 f, V + I min(3, Imin(3, 2n- 4 n-4= 2-yo n2n ) + 1hl (3.4)

11



Furthermore, we have

P P
8 V2 1: 8 2K(J: ai�j + ao(w + h)) n-4 K(ai) j (cA) n-4 V (3-5)

+ f K(aow) n 84 V2 + ojjvjj' + 11hl 12).

Finally, we notice that

) nn-4 12) 12 + JJV112)(�i, h) f K (E ai�i h = 11hl (�i, h) fl (v = (I Jhj (3.6)

Combining 3.1),...,(3.6) and the fact that

j(U)n/(n-4)a 1/(n-4) K(ai = 1 + o(l) Vi; ao j(U)n/8 = + o(j), (3.7)

the result follows.

Proposition 32 For E > small enough and u aiSi(aj,,\, E V, ), the following

expansions hold

J(u), Ai'96i �p =2J(u) n - 4 4AK(ai)
(V C2ai Aj OE"-7 + R

'qAi n AK(ai) aAi

1 aj. VK(ai) + l aj 08ij
(VJ(u), )p 2J(u) c3ai + 0 + R,

Ai o9ai -jK ai Ai o9ai A?
j:Ai

where R = + 1:110r Ekr)
A T

Proof. Using 3.7) and Proposition 24 of (9], the proof immediately follows from Propositions

3.5 and 36 of 7]. 0

4 Characterization of the critical points at infinity

In this section, we provide the chaxacterization of the critical points at infinity. First, we

construct a special pseudogradient for the associated variational problem for which the Palais-

Smale condition is satisfied along the decreasing flow lines, as long as these flow lines do not

enter the neighborhood of critical points y of K such that -AK(yi > 0. As a by product of

the construction of such a pseudogradient, we are able to determine the critical points at infinity

of our problem.

Proposition 41 For p 2 there exists a pseudogradient W so that the following holds.

The-re is a constant c > independent of u = Ef-l cj E V(p, ) so that

P(T I VK(ai) 1 +
(a) V J (u), W)' c Ai A?

t

12



(b) (-Vi(u + U + - au (W))- c I VK(ai I + 1 +E Eij
,9(cei, ai, Ai) M \j \?i=l 2 i0j

(c I W I is bounded. Furt4ermore, JdAi(W)l < cAi for each i and the only case where the

maximum of the Ai's increw es along W is when each point a is close to a critical point yj of

K with -AK(yji > and ji jr for i r.

Proof. We order the Ai's, or the sake of simplicity we can assume that: Al ... API Let

I = fijAi I VK(aj 1 Cj'j, I = ll U ji I Aj MAj-1, for each j il,

where Cl' and M are two positive large constants. Set

z = E 1 a�i VK(ai)
iEI1 Ai o9a I VK(ai)

Using Proposition 32, we derive that

(-VJ(u), ZO C VK(ai I + 0
Ai aai

iEIi Ai

+ 0 + + R. (4.1)
C-11 jOI2

Observe that, if j E I2 then

1 6Eij Aj jai _ ajE�7-2)/(--4) o(ej). (4.2)

Ai I 0ai V

Using also the fact that i E 11, thus, 4.1) becomes

, I VK(ai) 1
WM, ZI) P c E A. + A? + 0 Eij + R. (4.3)

iEII

Now, we will distinguish two cases.

case I, n I : 0. In this cse, we define

17
z12 = -Ml E 2'Ai ml 1: Ai

ifI2 iEI2

where Ml is a large constant and ml is a small constant.

Using Proposition 32, we derive

Ei + 0 R)

VAU), Z2) -P CMI E (1: A?
iVI2 %

+ mc Ei + 0 + Eij R (4.4)

iEI2 jOI2

13



Now, we define Z = Z + Z2. Using 4.3) and 4.4), we derive that

(-VJ(U), Z)P

> c VK(ai I 1 + EEi + E Ml E ml + R. (4.5)
Ai A? A? A?

iEli z i0i i�12 2 iEI2 It

Observe that, since 11 n I2 =,A 0, we can make j/A2 appear, for k E I2, in the lower bound ofk

(4.5) and therefore all the A-2,S can appear in the lower bound of (4.5). Notice that for i I,,i
we have i I VK(ai) I< Cl'. Thus, if we choose Ml M and ml < < MP, 4-5) becomes

(-VAU), Z3)P C I VK(ai I + 1 + C 6ij. (4.6)T2 E
case 2 I, n I2 0. In this case, for eac i E 12, the point a is close to a critical point Yki

of K. We claim that ki k for i 5 j that is each neighborhood B (y, p), for p small enough,

contains at most one point a with i E I2. Indeed, arguing by contradiction, let us suppose

that there exist i, j E 12 such that ai, a E B (y, p). Since y is nondegenerate we derive that

IVK(ak)l cly - akj for k = ij and therefore (we assume that i Aj) Aijai - a < c. This

implies that E > C\,/,\j)(n-4)/2 a contradiction with i and Aj axe of the same order. Thus

our claim follows.

Let us introduce

I = ji E I21AK(ai > 0.

Ist subease I3 0. In this case we define

Z4 Ai aji Ml E 2'Ai 8j'
iE13 aAi i0h 0Ai

Using Proposition 32 we derive

(-VJ(U), Z4)P C I: A? + 0 Eij

iEI3

Eij + 0 + R. (4.7)
�MJCE T A?

iVI2 i0i 2

Observe that, if i, j E 12, we have I a - aj > c then (since n > )

A-5 35
Ei = 0 ( + ) (4.8)

For Z = Z4 + Z1, using 4.3), 4.7), 4.8) and choosing Ml M, we obtain

(-Vi(u), Z5) > c P I VK(ai I + I + c Eii (4.9)A? E
j36i

14



2nd subcase 13 0. In thi:, case we define

7 2" Ai + 1.EAi '-mE'
iEI2 aAi i�h aAi

Using Proposition 32, as in the above subcase, we derive that

(-VJ(Tt), Z6) > P I VK(ai I + 1 +CE Eij. (4.10)
'xi I i0i

The vector field W will :)e a convex combination of all Z3, Z5 and Z6. Thus the proof of

claim (a) is completed.

By its definition, W is bounded and we have JdAi(W)j cAj for each i. Observe that, the only

case when the maximum of the Ai's increases is where I = 1,...,pj and 1 = I = 0, that

means each ai is close to a critical point yji of K with ji , j, for i r and -AK(yj, > for

each i. Hence claim (c) follows.

Finally, axguing as in Appendix of 6], claim (b) follows from claim (a) and Lemma 23. C1

Proposition 42 Let n > 9 Assume that J has no critical point in . Under the assumptions

(Al) and (A2), the only cih cal points at infinity under the level c. yl, yl) are:

(yo)., (yi). and (yo, yl)..

Moreover, the Morse indices of such tical points at innfinity are n - index(K, yo = , n -

index(K, y) and + n - index(K, y) respectively.

ProoE Using Proposition 21, we derive that I VJ 1 in \ Up>,V(pE), where c is a

positive constant which depe ads only on E. It only remains to see what happens in Up>l V(p, E).

Rom Proposition 41, we know that the only region where the maximum of the Ai's increases

along the pseudogradient W, defined in Proposition 41, is the region where each a is close to

a critical point yi of K with -AK(yj, > and ji j, for i �6 r. In this region, arguing as

in 3 we can find a change f variables:

(al ... a,,, Al 7 ... AP) (all ... apl 11 ... �P) = (al

such that

P
.,(E 'Aaw\i) + (4.11)

S4/nn 1: a? P AK(yjj ) I V 12
T('d, A) 2n n_4 (1 (c -2 n

-4 n Ai K(yj,)
ce!, K ai

where 7 is a small positive constant and c =C2(n-4)/n K( (4-n)/4 with C2 is defined inyji
Proposition 3.1. This yields a split of variables a and Thus it is easy to see that if the ails are in

15



their maximum and'ai = yi for each i, only the �j's can move. To decrease the functional J we

have to increase the �i's, thus we obtain a critical point at infinity only in this region. It remains

to compute the Morse index of such critical points at infinity. For this purpose, we observe that

-AK(yj, > for each i and the function admits on the vaxiables ai's an absolute degenerate

maximum with one dimensional nullity space and an absolute minimum on the variable v. Then

the Morse index of such critical point at infinity is equal to (p, - 1 + E I n - index(K, yjj)).

Thus our result follows. 0

In Proposition 42, we have assumed that J has no critical point in . When such an

assumption is removed, new critical points at infinity of J appear. Indeed, we have the following

result:

Proposition 43 Let n > 9 Let w be a nondegenerate solution of (1). Then,

(yo, w)., (yi, w). and (yo, yi, w).

are ctical points at infinity. The Morse index of the tical points are respectively equal to

index(w) + 1, index(w) + index((yi),,, + 1 and index(w) + index((yi) ... ) 2.

The proof of this proposition imediately follows from Proposition 42 and the following result:

Proposition 44 There is an optimal (U, T) and a change of variables v-U -� V and h-T H

such that J reads as
2n

Sn ce� + a 211WI12 n - 4 11 a n-4 4AK(ai)
J(U = % 0 _ C2

2n 2nE? + an-4 IIW112 n-4 noo
a!'-'K(ai) n

cl
2-yo aiajEij + O Eei + E + JJV112 11HI 12.

A?
i0i i:Aj i= %

Furthermore, we have the following estimates:

11IT11 < CE -4)/2

P n±4-7 -4 4
Hull c VK(ai I 1 ) + 1: Emin (1,72n 'log E-- )Min(nn 2n

A? ij "3Ai % i0j

Before giving the proof of Proposition 44, we need to prove the following lemma:

Lemma 45 The following Claims are true:

(a) Q 1 (v, v) is a quadratic form positive definite in

E'= v E H 2 (Sn I v E T. (W, (w)), and v satisfies (Wo)

(b) Q2(h, h) is a quadratic form negative definite in T,,,, (Wu (w)).

1 6



Proof. Claim (b) follows imediately, since h E T,(W,,(w)). Next we are going to prove claim

(a).We split T(W,(w)) into E E E, where E and are orthogonal for ,),p and as well as

for the quadratic form associated to w and such that

v II' -"I' f KwMn-4) V > 1 V 11 2 on F,1 �74 -
dim(E. < oo.

We choose small enough sach that < y < /4, where a is the first eigenvalue of - -
n+4 �8/(n-4)
n-4 (a,A) Notice that a is independent on 6aA)- Since dim(Ey < oo then we have

E;/(n-4) 2 (IIVII12)(5, VI =0 Vv E Ey, and Vi.

Now let

V = VI V2, with V E E-y, V2 E Fy. (4.12)

Then

Q, V V IIVII12+11 112 4 f 8/(n-4) 2 2V2 n (V + 2 + 2vlV2)
n

n+4 Kw 8/(n-4) (V2+V 2+ 2vlV2)
n - 4 f 1 2

IIVII12 + 12 n4 8/(n-4) 2 2)JIV21 _I:_ J", (V + 2

i=1 n - 4 f

n+4 Kw 8/(n-4) V2+ 2) +O(IIVIIIIIV211)
1 2

This implies that

P
Q, V V I IV, 112 + 1 12_1:n+4 P/(n-4 2

7)IIV21 n 4 V2
i=I

n+4 Kw 8/(n-4) V2+ (I IVI I I I V2 11 + I IV, 112)

n--4f 1

112 n4
> (1 -Y) V2 V2 + (JV2 112) + ajIV1II2_

n - 4 2

It remains to study the term

12 n 4 �8/(n-4 2

1 IV21 n 4 V2-

Observe that v is orthogonal Lo spanj�i, Ai 9 1 -9- 1 < i < p} but not V2- Since VI belongstt Aj i9ai

to a finite dimensional space, we have

VW E Ui< aj 1 a6i I (VI, P I< IIVIII. IA2WI O(IIV,11)_ (4.13)

pjJi, Ai aAi' Ai a(ai)j f

Now, we write

1 aji
V = D2 Aj� + BjAi + Ci., Ai ai)j (4.14)

,9Ai
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with'D2 E spanj�j, j<n}'.jJt 9 < P

Thus, we have (see 7)

112_ n4 �imn-4) 2 > 112
1 V2 V - -I ID2n - 4 2

Notice that

12 n 4 simn-4 2 12 
JIV21 V I V21 A?+ B? + E Cj2E n - 4 2 % %

i=1 3

n4 3i8/(n-4 2E n - 4 V2+0 IIV2II(IAiI+IBiI+E ICiJD (4.15)
i=1 i

Using 4.12)-(4.14), we obtain

Ai = o( Iv I ), B = (I IV I ) and Ci = o( IV I ) for each i, j.

Thus, using 4.15), we derive that

112 a 12 0 (IjV1 112 12) 112.
Q1 (V, V) -71 IV2 + -jIT)2I JIV21 + ajvj

2

But

12 112 12 O(IIV,112)_
JIV21 I V2 E A?+B?+E Ci2 = I 21

Thus
112 112 0 (I IV, 112 112)

Q1 (V, V) 2 -Y) IJV2 + a11vj IIV2

Since -y < d/4, claim (a) follows. The proof of our lemma is thereby completed.

Proof of Proposition 44 By Proposition 31 the expansion of J with respect to h (re-

spectively to v) is very close, up to a multiplicative constant, t Q2 (h, h) + f2 (h) (respec-

tively Ql(vv - f(v)). By Lemma 45 there is a unique maximum in the space of h (re-

spectively a unique minimum in the space of v). Furthermore, it is easy to derive that

,IT,, CIIf2I = O(EiA�I-n)/2) and JIVII clIfill. The estimate of follows from Lemma 23.

Then our result follows. 0

5 Proof of Theorems

Let us start by proving the following results.

Proposition 5.1 Let Z1, Z2 E X be such that -AK(zi > for i 1 2 Z1 Z2 and zj, Z2

satisfy assumption (A2) If we assume

I
(a) J( + (n-4)/8K(zi)(n-4)/8 K(z2) A)) C. (Z1, Z2) + ,

(b) (-91a1.L)J( (ln-4)/8 �(z,,,.) + �(Z24A))IIA=,\ < 1K(zi) 7Tz2)(n-4)/8

then I(V = for any V E F.

18



Proof. An abstract topological argument displayed in 3 pages 358-369, which extends to

our framework, shows that he value of I(V) is constant for ay V E . Now, let > and

K = 1 + eK. Let J be the associated variational problem. As tends to zero, J, tends to

Jo in the C sense, where J( is the functional defined replacing K by in (1.5). On the other

hand, using Proposition 31, we see that

< 2S4/n cJ,(aj6(,1,A + a2j(12,,\)) (1 - An-4 + O(E))

where c is independent of and 2S4/n is the level to which a critical point at infinity of 2 masses

of K, converges when E --+ 0. Thus, we can assume is so small that all critical points at infinity

of J, (of two masses or more) ae above f\ (B2 (X)) Clearly, for Sall, Q (Z1, Z2) is above

(2S4/n + /2). We derive that

W.'(f,\(B2(X)))-C6(Z1-Z2 = .

Notice that, decreasing A, we complete a homotopy of f\(B2(X)) that increases the interaction

of any masses, and therefore remains below Q (Z1, Z2). This implies that for each IL E [1, A] we

have

W.'(f[,(B2(X)))-C6(Z1-Z2 = .

Recall that

I(V) =r + (f,\ (B2 (X)) W2k+ 1) ((YO, W2k+ 1) Q) (5.1)
w2k+lEA2k+l

Thus, we need to compute f,(B2(X))-W2k+l for any W2k+l E A2k+l. Let

F = U\=lfm(B2(X))-
IL

We can assume that F is a compact manifold in dimension 2k 2 The singularity of F is

UA=jfj,(Bj(X)) which is of a dimension less than (k + 1), this singularity cannot dominate
14

W2k+l- We deduce that F r) W(W2k+l) is a compact manifold of dimension one. Thus the

cardinal of i9(F n W(W2k+l)) is equal to zero, where o9 is the boundary homomorphism of

S2k+2(E+)-

Observe that

I aF f (B2 (X)) + f\ (B2 M ) 

It follows that

f,\(B2(X))-'W2k+l fl(B2(X))-W2k+l + -a-1 (W.(W2k+l))

Along this homtopy, the trace of f(B2(X)) might intersect, for some values, i9- (W.(W2k+1)),

where a1 (W,(W2k+l)) is made of stable manifolds of critical points of index 2k 2 Therefore

the abstract argument of 3) applies, and the invariant remains unchanged. For = at the end

of the homotopy B2(X) is mapped onto a single function and (fl(B2(X))-W2k+l) is therefore

zero. Thus, (V) at the end of the homotopy is equal to zero, and the results follow. 0
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Now, we axe going to prove Theorem I. I.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 Arguing by contradiction, we assume that J has no critical point in

E+. It follows from Proposition 42 that A2k+1 = 0. Therefore combining (5.1), Proposition

5.1 and the fact that = we derive a contradiction. The proof of our result is thereby com-

pleted. 0

The sequel of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 12.

Proof of Theorem 12 In the sequel, we denote by I,, the stereographic projection through

a point a C- S'. This projection induces an isometry i : H2(S,) --+ H(R' acording to the

following formula

2 (n-4)/2 2 Sn), n
(iv) W v(rI_1(x)), v E H x E RI + X12 a

where = u I u E L 2,/(n-4) (R n), Au E L 2(R n) }. Now, let a in Sn (it is easy to see that

'7r-,(a = and 0(aA) = �(O'A))-

Let al, a2 in Sn and pl, P2 be two positive constants (we choose p, and P2 such that

B(al, p) n B(a2, P2) is empty i.e. p + p2 < d(al, a2)). Let1

= a�(a,\, + a2S(a2,\2 + V7 with ai K(ai) (4-n)/8

where v satisfies (Vo) which is defined in 1.6).

We now write down the expansion of J(u = NID with

N = Sn 1 + IIVI12 1: 1 Y (5.2)
1: K(ai)(n-4)/4 K(ai)(n-4)/4 (\ipi n-4

i=1,2 =1,2

n 2 2n 2n n-4
D n-4 = 1 _ ' f K� + K (E crji) n4 n

K(ai n - 4

n(n 4 1 + R 2

n-4 V2 + E 0 K 'i
+ (n - 42 K cji) 8 K(ai)(n-4)/4(Aipi) n-4

2n 11VII,
+ 0 K(JJvJJn-4 (if n < 12) (5.3)12-n

K(ai)

where RKi satisfies

RKi = 117K(ai)l + JD2K(ai)J + sup ID 3KI (5.4)

AiK(ai) AK(ai) Bi PK(ai)'

Now, assuming Ai and Api axe large, we write

2n
KJin-4 =K(ai)Sn + 4AK(ai) C2 + 0

n A? (Aip,)n-2fS - z 1

+ (sup ID 3 K + supK

Bi P (Aipi)nz
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Thus

J(U = SI', 2 1 )41, C2(n - 4 2 4AK(ai) (5.5)
-4 nP Y- AK(aj)n/4K(aj 4 i=1

1 2 1+R 2 1

+ 0 5 Ki f M
0':: n-4

tj K(aj) 

1 �(Jjq2 n+4 n8 42
+ K (E ai�i) V

n-4j

1 0( AK(ai)l + sup ID 3KI +supK
\,p,)n-2 A Sn (,\,p,)nOA'(ai)n/4 \�(, )2 Bi

1 2 2n 11VII,

+-To supK IIVII n-4+ (if n < 12)
Sn K(aj)(12-n)/g

where Sn E2 1/K(ai)(11-4)/4i= and where

nf (v = 2 Sn K(aj�l + aA) n-44 V.

Notice that

n+4 f n+4 8

a n-4 Kbin-4 V K sup n-4(aj�j, aA) inf (aj�j, aA) IVIf(v = 2 T Sn Y

=0 RKi + sup K log(,\,p,)(n+4)/n (5.6)
n+4

K (ai) 8 K(aj) (A, p, 2

On the other hand, we know from Proposition 34 of 7] that the quadratic form

JIVII2 n+4 2 8
-4 26,,n V (5.7)

n - 4 fS,

is bounded below by a I JV112' ao is a fixed constant, on all v's satisfying (Vo). Observe now

n-4 4K aiSi) 8 V2 K 6in-4V 2 + 0 K(al&aA) n-4 V 2)
E I k(aj) U

8/'(n-4 2 0 JIVII2 , 1,,8/n(AP,) + RKi

�i V K(aj) (Aipi)4 (5.8)

Thus, if we assume that

sup K log I/n(,\,P,) + R (5.9)
K(aj) (,\ipi)4 K'i

is small, then the quadratic frm which comes out of the expansion

JIVI 2_ n4 K(aj�j + aA) n84V2 (5.10)

n-4f

is definite positive, bounded blow by (ao/4)1 JV112 for v satisfying (Vo). Therefore the functional

-f(V + IVII2 n 4 n4 2
- K cej�l + CeA V (5.11)
n - 4 1
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has a unique minimum f; and we have Ifl = O(Ilf 11).

The function J(u) has in fact one more term depending on which is

2 2n 11VII,

10 sup K n-4+ (if n < 12) (5.12)E K(aj) (12-n)/8i=1 ( n 11VII

J is twice differentiable. Therefore, this remainder term is also twice differentiable and its second

differential is easily checked to be

sup KO(I IV118/(n-4) + upK O(jIvjI)(if n < 12). (5.13)
Sn K(aj )(12-n)78

Thus, if we assume that (supK)0(1 IfjI1/(n-4)) < c (for n > 12) and (for n < 12)
)(n-12)/8 (n-12)/8)0(1supK(K(al + K(a2) If 1) where is a small constant, the functional

_f(V)+IIV112 n+4 8 2 2n
4 f K (x) (E ai �j)n 4 + (supK)O(IjvII-4

+ (if n < 12) sup K(K(al )(n-12)/8 + K(a2) (n-12)/8)0(1 IVII')

will have a unique minimum �U near the origin and it satisfies also JUII = (Ilf II). Let us

introduce the following neighborhood V of functions E H2(Sn) such that satisfies (V) and

IV U I < (sup K)(n-4)/8 (if n > 12)
( if n < 12). (5.14)

11V U < supK(K(al)(n-12�/8+K(112)(n---12)71-)

Requiring to belong to V we let by = (1/K(ai) (n-4)/8)�, +U. Then

2 1 (4-n)/n

J(U = Ju + Sn K(aj )(n-4)/4 Q(V U, U), (5.15)

where Q is a definite positive form, bounded below by (ao/4 I - U112 on V. An expansion of

J(U) is easily derived by setting = U in the expansion of J(u) (see (5.5)) and using the estimate

of . Thus,

j(U = 34/n C2(n - 4 2 4AK(ai) I IfII2)

n,3 AK(ai )n/4 +0( la

2 2
1 + R Ki+0 n-4

j=1 #K(aj 4 (Aipi )n-4

2
1 � ( sup K + IAK(aj)I + sup ID 3KI

+ TK �(a ) n /4 Aj p r A?(Aip,)n-2 Bi A�%

As in Proposition 32 and in Appendix of 6), we obtain

aj(u) 4-- [8C2(n - 4)AK(aj) + 0 2 1 1 + R 2

Ai - = )3 - E Ki (5.16)
aAj nAj2K(aj) j=1 K(aj) n4-4 (Aipi )n-4

sup K 1 JAK(ai)l ID3KI
+ + + sup + jIfII2

\,p,)n AK(aj)(Ajp,)n-2
K(aj) Bi AK(aj)
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Thus for 1, 2 0, 1 +,32 = and using the estimate of II f 11 (see 5.6)), we derive

2 aj(u) 4-- [8C2(n - 4 2 jAK(aj)
Y>j �'j '9Aj n n Y- MK(aj )n/4 (5.17)
j=1 j=1 3

2 + supK 1 JAK(aj)l+ E Ojo 4 (Ajpj)n-4
- K(aj) (Ajpj)n n-2j=1 K(, I j) 24 + XJ2K (aj) (Aj PA

+ sup ID 3KI + R 2 + sup K 2 g(A jpj )2(n+4)/n

K (Ajpj)n
B. MK(aj K(aj)2 4

This derivative will remain egative as long as, for a suitable universal constant c'j, we have for

i = 12

1 + sup K 1 sup K 2 g(Ap,)2(n+4)/n

(,\ip,)n K(aj) p-)n + K(ai)2 (Aipi) n+4

+ VK(ai) 12 SUP ID'KI ID 2 K(aj) 12 c, -AK(ai).
A"!K(ai )2 1 (5.18)

B T3K(aj) AIK(ai )2 AK(ai)

Taking c' to be smaller, if necessary, we derive that, under (5.18) and if v E V, J(u) is bounded1

below as follows:

4/n 1 (C 2 -AK(ai) aOIIv_.UII2
J(U) 8 1 + - (5.19)

13 AK(ai )n/4 4

To (5.18), other conditions which we used earlier are to be added, namely

I If I Isup K (E K(aj) (n-12)/8) C if n < 12 (5.20)

IIfII.,5upK (n-4)/8 < 'j' if n < 12 (5.21)

sup X log(Aipi )(T,+4)/8 + RKi C" for i = 1, 2. (5.22)
K(a;) (Aipi )4

Finally, all the quantities ivolved in (5.18), up to the factor 1/0, should be small for the

expansions to hold, which aounts to

1 2 -AK(ai) <

AK(ai )n/4 (5.23)

We will take

al E v(zi), v+(zj) small enough so that K(zi) K(aj) 2K(yi). (5.24)

We will ask that

a2 E v(Z2), V(Z2) be small enough so that K(Z2) K(a2) 2K(yi). (5.25)

and that

-K(yi) K(zi), -K(yi) K(Z2)- (5.26)
2 2
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From (5.18) and 5.23), it is easy to derive that RKi is small. Observe also that, using (5.18) and

(5.22), (5.18) can be simplified. Finally, (5.18), 5.20)-(5.23) therefore reduce to (after reducing

C/ )
JVK(aQ12 ID2K(ai)12 JD3KJ1 - < C -K(,\jp,)n + K(ai)'- + Wp' K(%J2 SUPBi X.K-aj� _Kkai)

)),,(l,(n-1)/1) )(n-4)/8 < if(sup KIK(yi I If I K(yl
E2 , AK(ai)l < 1 (5-27)

i� MK(aj) - I

E(supk)K(yl)- lg(Ap,)(n+4)/n(Ap,)-4 < fl.- I

The third condition of 5-27) follows from the first one, since ID 2K(ai)l dominates AK(ai)l (up

to a modification of ). Thus

IVK(ai)12 ID2K(ai)12 JD3K < 1 AK(ai)
+ +p.)n-6 K(ai):' MK(ai)2 + SUPBj XiK(ai') -WTaT'

I

(sup KIK(yl )),,(l,(n-4)/8) I If I K(yl )(n-4)/8 < C (5.28)

E(supK)K(yl)-llog(,\,p,)(n+4)/n(,\,p,)-4 < C111.

At this point, following the proof of [31, we explain how we will proceed with the proof of

Theorem 1.2. We wish to compute W,,,(f,\(B2(X))).Cj(Zl, Z2)

Let us define

at �(ajA) + Ce2�(a2,A) + V
g,\:B2(X)--+FJ+, (alQ2,ala2) __+ - (5.29)

1 Jal (5(aiA) + a28(a2,A) + VI I

g,\ and f,\ are homotopic (see [3]). Using also the fact that -AK(zi) and -AK(z2) are positive,

we can choose 5 so small such that

9A (B2 (X)) -W. (Q (zl, Z2)) = fA (B2 (X)) W. (C6 (ZI, Z2)). (5.30)

We can acordingly modify Q(Zl, Z2) as fllows:

(ZI, Z2) r',, (Zl, Z2) nJ (5.31)

where

5(zi+hi,,\i) +v/v E H 2(Sn) satisfies (V),
f,,(ZlZ2) ) n4

i=1,2 K(z + hi 8

11V - F11 < El, Ai > for i == 1, 2, hi E v(zi) I hi 12 I 2 12 El

Clearly, Q (ZI, Z2) and (�6 zl, z2) can be deformed, one into another, using an isotopy above the

level C. (Zl, Z2). Thus

gA (B2 (X) -W. CS (ZI, Z2)) = T (ZI, Z2) = h A (X)) W, C6 (Zi, Z2)) (5.32)

Computing zl, Z2) now becomes a matter of defining a pseudogradient such that the Palais-

Smale condition ((P.S.) for short) is satisfied along decreasing flow lines away from the critical

points at infinity and computing -r(zl, z2) for this flow. In the absence of solutions, does
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not depend on this pseudogradient as long as the asymptotes are as expected. We can therefore

computer with a special flow worrying only about the fact that it belongs to F and is admissible.

Observe now that, if we take very small, hl and h2 are as small as we may wish in Zl i Z2)

(El has been chosen very smJ-1 before , is then chosen so small that C5(Zl, Z2) is a Redholm

manifold of codimension 2k d 2.

To construct the vector field, we need that l, A2) E [Al, +oo) X [A2, +00),

(a,, a2) E v (zl) X V (Z2) su h that (see 5.14) for the definition of V:

1. B (al, pl) n B (a2, P2) 0 for each (a,, a2) E v zl) x v (z2) such that c (a,, a2) <

cC'0 (yi, Yl) 

2. on a([Al, oo) x [A2, +00) X V,

n-4 n-4
J(�(.1,,\,)1K(al) 8 + S(a2,A2)/K(a2) 8 + v) C.(Yl, W,

for any (al, a2) E v (Zl) X V (Z2) 

3. 528) is satisfied on [., +oo) x [A2, +00) X V (Zl) X V (Z2)

Assuming now that 1) 2 and 3 hold and taking A > max(Al, A2), we first observe that the

expansion of J splits completely the variable (Al, A2) from v - -. Therefore, we can build our

pseudogradient independently on both variables. In the v - )-space, we simply increase v - U

directionally, if it is non zero, that is

a (v U) = U. (5.33)as
This increasing component of the pseudogradient will not move the concentration and win bring

the v's on W, if v - U is nor zero initially, hence above c. yl, yj). Since g\ (B2 (X)) is below

COO (Yl, Yl), 6 (Zl, Z2) and g\ iB2 M) will not intersect through these flow lines. Thus, any

intersection will come from v

In the case where c(ala2) < C(ZlZ2) + /4, in the (Al, A2)-space when v = U, an

increasing pseudogradient can be obtained by decreasing both Al and A2 and keeping the ratio

Al/A2 unchanged (using condition 5.28)). The Palais-Smale condition will be satisfied on the

decreasing flow lines of such pseudogradient which is defined as such only above C6(zl, Z2) and

has to be extended to the other regions because, if any of Al or A2 tends to oo, then, since the

ratio is unchanged, both tend to oo and J (since v = U) tends to c., (al, a2) which is below

COO zl, z2) + /4. However, under the level Co. (ZI, 2) + /2 we can construct our pseudogradient

such as we did in Proposition,11. This one will satisfy the Palais-Smale condition on decreasing

flow lines away from the critical points at infinity announced in Proposition 41. Thus, with this

suitable extension, we can freely define, above C(zl, 2 6 our pseudogradient by decreasing

Al and A2 and by taking the ratio unchanged.

In the other case, which is (.-. (al, a2) c. (zi, z2) + 614, this forces (a,, a2) in V+ (Zl) X V+ (Z2)

to be away from (ZI, 2), sizeably away. We can then move (al, a2) in the outwards direction
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in (zl x v(z2). c,,,(aja2) then increases, until it reaches the level c(yjyj). Since Al

and A2 can be assumed as large as we may wish, this builds a pseudogradient for J between

the level Of Q (Z1, Z2) and c,,, (yi, yl), in the region where Al and A2 are extremely large, which

satisfies (P.S.) since the concentration remains unchanged. Clearly, we will intersect g\(B2(X))

only once, when A = = A. The intersection of gx (B2 (X)) and W, ((�6 (zi, z2)) then becomes

transversal.

We now need to prove that we can find Al and A2 such that 2 holds. Assuming that

min K(yi) K(yi) > 47 (5.34)
Mal)' K(a -

co' being a small fixed constants we can modify the lower-bound in 519 as follows

AU) c.(Yl, yi) 1 C K(aj) + K(a2) (5.35)
2K(yi)

2 AK(ai) 112
+ ' K(yi 4 1V -U

AK(ai) 4

Under 5.35), the set V in 5.14) can be replaced by

)(n-4,/411V -VI12 < Z21.
V = v/ (ao/4)K(yi (5.36)

Define

1/2

Ai -AK(ai) for i = 12. (5.37)
K(ai) Kaj)+K(a2)

2K(yi)

Assume that

Z2 K(aj)+K(a2) -AK(al > 0, -AK(a2 > 
(Hi) 2K(yi)

V (al , a2) E v+ zl X V (Z2) such that c. (al, a2) C ... Y1, Y)

Then, on 9Al, +oo) x A2, + 00) x �'), we have

JM > C. (YI, yi) (5.38)

and 2 is therefore satisfied. We are now left with 3 that is to verify 5.28) for (a,, Al) and

(a2, A2), Al in (Al, +oo), A2 in (A2, oo). This amounts to requiring, if we add the other

requirement that Api's axe large,

I JVK(aj�12 ID2 K(aj )12 ID 3KI < -AK(a.)
Pn-4 + Bi 1 --kTaiTi An-6 Kai)!& A�K(ai)2 -- r AiK(ai)

(n-4)/8 < Cy
(H2) (sup KIK(yj )),,(I,(n-4)/8) Ilf I K(yi) - I

log(,,p,)(n+4)/n(Ap,)-4 < C".
(sup K) K (yi) - - I

Aipi > -1 ; pi d(al, a2)/3 V i = 1 2.
,7
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Next we are going to show tl at (H2) follows from (for Co, C1 suitable small constants)
K(al):+,K a2)

Y�__
w = w(al, a2) -- 2K yj 1 - Co

n-6 q3K 2W;�--4 IVK(ai)12 1 _J) + WI jD2K(aj)j
(d(al -- %2 + + SUPBj 2

(H3) a2) C1 PO K(ai)2 K 'ai - K(aj) K(aj)

1supK/K(yj))mRx0,(� 4T8-) ai

V (a,, a2) E V (ZO X V (Z2) such that c,,, (a,, a2) C Y1, Yl),

where po is any fixed positive constant Picking up any po > 0, and choosing

d(al, a2)
�j = min ( 3 ,PO) (5.39)

We now check that Aj�j 11c'j. Indeed, using the first and the second conditions of 5.28) we

obtain
)2 > -11,K(ai) ClW-2/(,-4 > 2/(n-4)

(Aj�i - 9wK(ai) d(al, a2) I - i-lc� (5.40)

Since C and Co are chosen small, this implies that Api is very large. Notice that, by easy

computations, the other conditions of (H2) follow from (H3)

The fact that is follows under 5.28). Using Theorem 1.1, we derive the existence of a

solution. The proof of TheorEM 12 is therefore completed. 0
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